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On the internet, we encounter take-it-or-leave-choices regarding our privacy on a daily basis. In Europe, online tracking for targeted advertising generally requires the internet users’ consent to be lawful. Some websites use a tracking wall, a barrier that visitors can only pass if they consent to tracking by third parties. When confronted with such a tracking wall, many people click ‘I agree’ to tracking. A survey that we conducted shows that most people find tracking walls unfair and unacceptable. We analyse under which conditions the ePrivacy Directive and the General Data Protection Regulation allow tracking walls. We provide a list of circumstances to assess when a tracking wall makes consent invalid. We also explore how the EU lawmaker could regulate tracking walls, for instance in the ePrivacy Regulation. It should be seriously considered to ban tracking walls, at least in certain circumstances.

1. Introduction

On the internet, we encounter many take-it-or-leave-choices regarding our privacy. Social network sites and email services typically require users to agree to a privacy statement or to terms and conditions – if people do not agree, they cannot use the service. Some websites use a tracking wall, a barrier that visitors can only pass if they agree to tracking by third parties. When confronted with such take-it-or-leave-choices, many people might click ‘I agree’ to any request. It is debatable whether people have meaningful control over personal information if they have to consent to tracking to be able to use services or websites. This article explores the problem of tracking walls, and discusses several options for the EU lawmaker to regulate them.

First, we give a brief introduction to online tracking and tracking walls. Next, we report on a large-scale survey we conducted in the Netherlands: most people consider tracking walls unfair, and do not find it acceptable when they have to disclose their personal data in exchange for using a website.

Then we analyse whether such tracking walls are allowed under European data privacy law, more specifically the ePrivacy Directive, and the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR).¹ The European Commission has published a proposal for an ePrivacy Regulation, which should replace the ePrivacy Directive.² That ePrivacy proposal does not contain specific rules regarding tracking walls. We explore how the EU lawmaker could deal with tracking walls, and discuss four options: (i) no specific rules for tracking
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walls; (ii) ban tracking walls in certain circumstances; (iii) fully ban tracking walls; (iv) ban all web-wide tracking (third party tracking). We argue that the lawmaker should seriously consider options (ii) and (iii): a partial or complete ban of tracking walls.3

II. Online Tracking

People can use many online services, such as websites, email services, and search engines, without paying money. Large amounts of data about users are usually collected through such services. Those data are typically used for behavioural targeting, a marketing technique which involves monitoring people’s online behaviour, and using the collected information to show people individually targeted advertising.4

In a simplified example, behavioural targeting works as follows. Advertising networks are companies that serve advertising on websites. Such ad networks track people’s browsing behaviour over multiple websites, using cookies or similar technologies. (We speak of ‘cookies’ for readability, but ad networks use many other tracking technologies too, such as flash cookies and device fingerprinting.)5) By following people’s browsing behaviour, ad networks build a profile of people’s inferred interests, to show them more targeted ads. For instance, an ad network may show wine advertising to people who visited websites about wine. Many websites allow dozens of ad networks and other third parties to store tracking cookies on their visitors’ computers.6 Tracking people across multiple websites (for instance by ad networks) is called ‘web-wide tracking’ or ‘third party tracking’. Tracking within one website could be called ‘site-wide tracking’.7

Websites are often funded by advertising. Sometimes, advertisers only pay a website publisher if somebody clicks on an ad. Few people click on ads. Roughly, if an ad is shown 10,000 times, less than five people click on that ad (a ‘click through rate’ of 0.05%).8 Behavioural targeting was developed to make more people click on ads. Some claim that behavioural targeting is more effective than non-targeted ads, and that it leads to more income for website publishers.9

However, in the long term, behavioural targeting may lead to less income for certain website publishers. With traditional advertising models, advertisers had to advertise in certain media to reach certain people. The price of an ad is based, among other things, on the number of readers.10 By way of illustration, a printed newspaper with many wine lovers among its readers could be a good place for a wine merchant to advertise. And the book review pages of a printed newspaper could be a good place to advertise a book. The newspaper assembles an audience, and provides the advertiser access to this audience. Contextual advertising is a type of online advertising that resembles print advertising, as ads are placed in the context of related content. With contextual online advertising, advertisers aim to reach people by showing ads on certain websites or pages – for example ads for wine on websites about wine.

By contrast, with behavioural targeting, an ad network can show a wine ad anywhere on the web to people whose profile suggests that they like wine. An ad network does not have to buy expensive ad space on a large professional website, such as a newspaper
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III. Tracking Walls

It is widely assumed that online tracking and behavioural targeting raise serious privacy concerns. In Europe, online tracking for targeted advertising generally requires the internet users’ consent to be lawful (see Section V below). Companies use different strategies to collect people’s consent to online tracking. One strategy is offering people a take-it-or-leave-it choice. For example, some websites use ‘tracking walls,’ also called ‘cookie walls’ – barriers that visitors can only pass if they allow the website or its partners to track them.

In Figure 1 we give an example of such a tracking wall. People can only enter the website if they click ‘I agree’ and thus consent to web-wide tracking. If people do not click ‘I agree,’ they cannot enter the website.

Text in the pop-up (informal translation):
‘RTL uses cookies
By clicking on “Yes, I agree” you give RTL permission to collect, with cookies and similar technologies, (personal) data, to store these data, and to process these data as described in our privacy and cookie statement. These data, for instance about your location and about which videos you watch, are used to improve our service and to show you advertisements and videos which are tailored to your use. This website is part of the RTL network. Consent on this website implies consent for placing cookies on multiple websites or RTL, and for combining data that are collected on these websites of RTL. Third parties, such as advertisers and social media networks, can place tracking cookies to show you personalised advertisements or to follow your website visits if you surf to websites outside the RTL network.
You can find more information about cookies in the privacy and cookie statement of RTL. You can contact the RTL customer service on 035 671 87 18 (option 2) or privacy@rtl.nl.
Yes, I agree.‘

IV. Survey Results: Most People Find Tracking Walls Unacceptable

We conducted a survey among the Dutch public, to examine the public opinion regarding tracking walls. A total of 1,235 people answered the survey ques-
tions. This sample is representative for the Dutch population: the findings can be extrapolated to the general public. We introduced our questions about tracking walls with the text: ‘To view or use a [web shop / news website / health website / website with public transportation timetables], you are sometimes required to accept that your personal information is collected through the website. If you do not click ‘OK’ when encountering a pop-up or a tracking wall, you cannot view the website.’ This introductory text was then followed by two questions: ‘To what extent do you think this is acceptable?’, and ‘To what extent do you think this is fair?’ The results are presented in Figures 2 and 3.

The results show that a majority of people (roughly 60%) believes it is neither acceptable nor fair when websites use tracking walls. Roughly, 20% finds tracking walls acceptable and fair; 20% is neutral. There do not appear to be substantial differences between the types of website – shopping, news, health, or public transportation. For all these website types, most people believe tracking walls are unacceptable and unfair.

People are used to trade-offs when using media or websites. Making access to ‘free’ content conditional upon the acceptance of advertising, for example, has a long tradition in the media sector, as advertising funds many media. Do people find certain trade-offs more acceptable or fair than others?

We asked people two questions about trade-offs: a trade-off where they have to disclose personal data in exchange for using a website, and a trade-off where they have to accept that there are ads on a website. The first question started with the following text: ‘Websites are offered for free. This is possible because the website lets other companies collect personal information through the website, for instance about the things you click on.’ This introductory text was then followed by the following questions: ‘To what extent do you think it is acceptable if websites are free, in exchange for collecting your personal information?’

The next question started with the following text: ‘Websites are offered for free. This is possible because the website contains ads.’ This introductory text was
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16 Respondents could answer these questions on a seven-point scale ranging from 1 (Absolutely not) to 7 (Absolutely). We recoded these answers for presentation in the Figures: answers 1 till 3 were recoded as not acceptable or not fair; answer 4 as neutral; answer 5 till 7 as acceptable or fair.
then followed by the following question: ‘To what extent do you think it is acceptable if websites are free, in exchange for showing ads?’\textsuperscript{17} These questions thus provide insights into how acceptable people find it if, in exchange for visiting a so-called ‘free’ website, they have to accept that their data are collected, or that a site includes advertising. The results are presented in Figure 4.

A majority (64.0\%) says that trading personal data against the use of a ‘free’ website is unacceptable.

\textsuperscript{17} Respondents could answer these questions on a seven-point scale ranging from 1 (Absolutely not) to 7 (Absolutely). We recoded these answers for presentation in the Figures: answers 1 till 3 were recoded as \textit{not acceptable}; answer 4 as \textit{neutral}; answers 5 till 7 as \textit{acceptable}. 

\textbf{Figure 3.} The percentage of respondents who think tracking walls are (not) fair ($N = 1235$).

\textbf{Figure 4.} The percentage of respondents who believe (i) the collection of personal data or (ii) advertising on websites is (not) acceptable ($N = 1235$).
Only 44.9% thinks that is not acceptable if a 'free' website contains ads. Hence, more people seem to dislike a model in which they have to disclose personal data, than a model in which they are exposed to ads.

Nowadays, most online advertising is combined with cookies or other tracking technologies. In practice, people can thus only accept online advertising by also accepting online tracking. However, advertising does not necessarily require tracking and targeting. For instance, tracking people is not necessary for contextual advertising, such as ads for cars on websites about cars.

Overall, 32.6% of the people accept advertising if they use a ‘free’ website, and 22.4% are neutral on this issue. The fact that many people accept that ‘free’ content is advertising funded, or are indifferent about it, is not surprising. Advertising-funded content has been around for more than a century. Without paying with money, people can listen to commercial radio and read certain advertising-funded newspapers. Trade-offs where companies capture data about their visitors are more recent than trade-offs where people are confronted with advertising.

Our survey results are line with a EU-wide Eurobarometer survey, which found in 2017 that 64% of the respondents finds it unacceptable to have your online activities monitored (for example what you read, the websites you visit) in exchange for unrestricted access to a certain website.

While most people find tracking walls unacceptable, many people might click ‘OK’ when being confronted with tracking walls. It seems that many people see disclosing their personal data as inevitable. In an EU-wide survey, 58% agree that ‘[t]here is no alternative than to provide personal information if you want to obtain products or services.’ And 43% agree with the statement ‘You feel you have to provide personal information online.’ Similarly, surveys in the US show that a majority of Americans are resigned to giving up their data.

There appears to be a ‘privacy paradox’: in surveys, people say they care about privacy, but people often divulge personal data in exchange for minimal benefits or convenience, and relatively few people use technical tools to protect their privacy online. Scholars from various disciplines argue that people do care about privacy, but have difficulties acting according to their privacy preferences. Similarly, people who care about the environment might not study the label of every supermarket product to establish if it was produced in an environmentally friendly way.

Insights from behavioural studies can help to explain the privacy paradox. ‘Present bias’, sometimes

18 One of the only ways to protect oneself against online tracking is using an ad blocker. See, Craig Willis and Doruk Uzunoglu, ‘What Ad Blockers Are (and Are Not) Doing’ (Computer Science Department, Worcester Polytechnic Institute, 2016) <http://web.cs.wpi.edu/~cew/papers/s1602.pdf> accessed 7 September 2017.

19 Our survey results in the Netherlands resemble results from other research. For instance, after interviews in the US in 2010, McDonald and Cranor conclude: ‘people understand ads support free content, but do not believe data are part of the deal.’ Alecia McDonald and Lorrie Faith Cranor, ‘Beliefs and Behaviors: Internet Users’ Understanding of Behavioral Advertising’ (38th Research Conference on Communication, Information and Internet Policy, 2 October 2010) 21 <http://ssrn.com/abstract=1989092> accessed 7 September 2017.
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called myopia, refers to people’s tendency to focus more on the present than on the future. People often choose for immediate gratification, and often ignore future costs. Many people find it hard to stick with a healthy diet, or to save money for later.29 Because of present bias, people might click ‘I agree’ to online tracking if that gives them immediate access to a website – even if they were planning to protect their privacy.30 If a friend emails a link to a good article, the enjoyment of reading that article is immediate (even if one must accept tracking cookies), while the privacy risks are often further in the future.

In conclusion, most people find tracking walls unacceptable and unfair, and think it is not acceptable when they have to disclose their personal data in exchange for using a website. In the next section, we discuss how EU data privacy law deals with tracking walls and similar take-it-or-leave-it choices.

V. Tracking Walls and EU Data Privacy Law

1. The ePrivacy Directive and Tracking Walls

In European data privacy law, informed consent and individual choice play a central role, like in many data privacy rules around the world.31 The ePrivacy Directive requires, in short, companies to ask prior the internet user’s prior consent before they use tracking cookies and similar technologies.32 The Directive contains exceptions to the consent requirement, for cookies that are necessary for communication and for services requested by the user.33 The Directive’s consent requirement applies to many tracking technologies, such as several types of cookies, and some forms of device fingerprinting.34 For the definition of consent, the ePrivacy Directive refers to the General Data Protection law (The Data Protection Directive).35 Under the Data Protection Directive, valid consent requires a (i) freely given, (ii) specific, and (iii) informed (iv) indication of wishes.36

Hence, consent must be ‘freely given’ to be valid. For instance, say an employer asks an employee for consent to process his or her personal data. Such consent might not be ‘freely given’, because of the power imbalance. Employees might fear adverse consequences if they do not consent.37 The Court of Justice of the European Union says that people applying for passports cannot be deemed to have freely consented to have their fingerprints taken, because people need a passport.38 In short, consent is not ‘freely given’, and therefore invalid, if people lack a real choice.

From a data protection perspective, the question is whether consent is ‘freely given’ when people agree to web-wide tracking after encountering a tracking wall.39 Among others, Kosta suggests that a
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tracking wall makes consent involuntary: ‘In such a case the user does not have a real choice, thus the consent is not freely given.’\textsuperscript{40} Indeed, in some cases consent may not be ‘freely given’ when a website uses a tracking wall. For example, the Dutch Data Protection Authority says that the national public broadcasting organisation is not allowed to use a tracking wall. The Data Protection Authority says that the public broadcaster has a ‘situational monopoly,’ because the only way to access certain information online is through the broadcaster’s website. This situational monopoly makes people’s consent involuntary.\textsuperscript{41}

The Article 29 Working Party, in which European Data Protection Authorities cooperate, recommends not using tracking walls, but does not say that current law prohibits them. The Working Party says that people ‘should have an opportunity to freely choose between the option to accept some or all cookies or to decline all or some cookies.’\textsuperscript{42}

In some Member States access to certain websites can be made conditional on acceptance of cookies, however generally, the user should retain the possibility to continue browsing the website without receiving cookies or by only receiving some of them, those consented to that are needed in relation to the purpose of provision of the website service, and those that are exempt from consent requirement. It is thus recommended to refrain from the use of consent mechanisms that only provide an option for the user to consent, but do not offer any choice regarding all or some cookies.\textsuperscript{43}

Recital 25 of the ePrivacy Directive says that ‘access to specific website content may still be made conditional on the well-informed acceptance of a cookie or similar device, if it is used for a legitimate purpose.’ But the Working Party suggests that Recital 25 is not meant to allow companies to put the whole website behind a tracking wall: ‘[t]he emphasis on “specific website content” clarifies that websites should not make conditional “general access” to the site on acceptance of all cookies.’\textsuperscript{44} The Working Party adds that website publishers should only limit certain content if the user does not consent to cookies.\textsuperscript{45} The careful phrasing suggests that the Working Party does not mean to say that current law prohibits all tracking walls.\textsuperscript{46} This seems to be the correct interpretation of current law. In the next section, we turn to future law: the GDPR.

2. The GDPR and Tracking Walls

Compared to the Data Protection Directive, the requirements for valid consent have been tightened in the GDPR. The GDPR defines consent as ‘any freely given, specific, informed and unambiguous indication of the data subject’s wishes by which he or she, by a statement or by a clear affirmative action, signifies agreement to the processing of personal data relating to him or her.’\textsuperscript{47} Article 7 of the GDPR discusses when consent is freely given:

When assessing whether consent is freely given, utmost account shall be taken of whether, \textit{inter alia}, the performance of a contract, including the provision of a service, is conditional on consent to the processing of personal data that is not necessary for the performance of that contract.\textsuperscript{48}

Hence, under Article 7 of the GDPR, to assess whether consent is freely given (and therefore valid), it must be considered whether a service is made conditional on consent. This rule can be applied to tracking walls. Web-wide tracking is not necessary for providing a

\textsuperscript{40} Kosta (n 34) 17.
\textsuperscript{43} ibid 5 (internal footnote omitted, emphasis added).
\textsuperscript{44} ibid 5.
\textsuperscript{45} ibid 5.
\textsuperscript{46} But see the English Information Commissioner’s Office, which says: ‘the individual must have a genuine choice over whether or not to consent to marketing. Organisations should not coerce or unduly incentivise people to consent, or penalise anyone who refuses.’ Information Commissioner’s Office, ‘Direct Marketing: Data Protection Act, Privacy and Electronic Communications Regulations’, Version 2.2, 14 <http://ico.org.uk/for_organisations/guidance_index/-/media/documents/library/Privacy_and _electronic/Practical_application/direct-marketing-guidance.pdf> accessed 7 September 2017.
\textsuperscript{47} art 4(11) General Data Protection Regulation
\textsuperscript{48} art 7(4) General Data Protection Regulation. See generally on art 7(4) General Data Protection Regulation: Bojana Kostic and Emmanuel Vargas Penagos, ‘The freely given consent and the “bundling” provision under the GDPR’ (2017) 153 Computerrecht 217-222.
website, according to the Article 29 Working Party.49 The GDPR does not say that take-it-or-leave-it choices always lead to invalid consent. Rather, ‘utmost account shall be taken’ of whether a contract or service is made conditional on consent.50

The GDPR’s recitals make the requirements for ‘freely given’ consent even stricter. Recitals in the preamble of a legal instrument of the EU have less legal weight than the instrument’s provisions. Nevertheless, recitals can be used to interpret provisions.51 Recital 43 of the GDPR states:

In order to ensure that consent is freely given, consent should not provide a valid legal ground for the processing of personal data in a specific case where there is a clear imbalance between the data subject and the controller, in particular where the controller is a public authority and it is therefore unlikely that consent was freely given in all the circumstances of that specific situation. Consent is presumed not to be freely given if it does not allow separate consent to be given to different personal data processing operations despite it being appropriate in the individual case, or if the performance of a contract, including the provision of a service, is dependent on the consent despite such consent not being necessary for such performance.52

Recital 43 could be read as a presumption that tracking walls cannot be used to obtain valid consent. After all, a tracking wall typically makes providing a service dependent on the data subject’s consent. Additionally, sometimes a data subject’s consent may be invalid because of a clear imbalance between the data subject and a company. If there is a clear imbalance between a large company and a data subject, Recital 43 suggests that a tracking wall of such a company makes consent involuntary, and therefore invalid. When a large company, such as Facebook, processes personal data, it could be argued that a clear imbalance exists between the data subject and the company (the controller). After all, the data subject and Facebook do not have equal bargaining power; some Facebook users may feel that they have no choice to consent.

The GDPR’s preamble gives more arguments for invalidating consent when a website uses a tracking wall. Recital 42 says: ‘Consent should not be regarded as freely given if the data subject has no genuine or free choice or is unable to refuse or withdraw consent without detriment.’53 If not being able to use a website is seen as ‘detriment’, this recital seems to make consent invalid when a website uses a tracking wall. Recital 32 adds that ‘if the data subject’s consent is to be given following a request by electronic means, (...) the request must be (...) not unnecessarily disruptive to the use of the service for which it is provided.’ As far as tracking walls are unnecessarily disruptive, they do not comply with this recital.

In conclusion: the GDPR does not categorically prohibit tracking walls and similar take-it-or-leave-it choices. But compared to the Data Protection Directive, the GDPR is much stricter on the conditions under which consent is ‘freely given’.

VI. The Proposed ePrivacy Regulation

In January 2017, the European Commission published a proposal for an ePrivacy Regulation.54 Like the ePrivacy Directive, the ePrivacy proposal contains a provision that applies to cookies and online tracking. Article 8(i) of the ePrivacy proposal reads as follows:

The use of processing and storage capabilities of terminal equipment and the collection of information from end-users’ terminal equipment, including about its software and hardware, other than by the end-user concerned shall be prohibited, except on the following grounds:
(a) it is necessary for the sole purpose of carrying out the transmission of an electronic communica-


50 art 7(4) General Data Protection Regulation.


53 recital 41 General Data Protection Regulation.

tion over an electronic communications network; or
(b) the end-user has given his or her consent; or
(c) it is necessary for providing an information society service requested by the end-user; or
(d) if it is necessary for web audience measuring, provided that such measurement is carried out by the provider of the information society service requested by the end-user.  

Roughly speaking, Article 8(1) of the ePrivacy proposal replaces Article 5(3) of the current ePrivacy Directive. The proposed Article 8(1) applies to cookies and to many other tracking technologies; a cookie ‘use[s] processing and storage capabilities of terminal equipment’.  

Like the ePrivacy Directive, the ePrivacy proposal refers to general data protection law (the GDPR) for the definition of consent. The ePrivacy proposal does not contain specific rules on tracking walls.

VII. Four Options to Regulate Tracking Walls

How could the lawmaker deal with tracking walls? We discuss four options: (i) no specific rules for tracking walls; (ii) ban tracking walls in certain circumstances; (iii) fully ban tracking walls; (iv) ban all web-wide tracking. (A general discussion of Article 8(1) of the ePrivacy proposal falls outside the scope of this paper; we focus on tracking walls.)

1. Option (i): No Specific Rules for Tracking Walls

A first option for the lawmaker is: not including specific rules on tracking walls in the ePrivacy Regulation. If the lawmaker does not add specific rules, the voluntariness of consent would have to be assessed separately for each tracking wall. The main question would be, in each case, whether people can ‘freely’ give consent in line with the GDPR’s requirements.

Below we provide a first sketch for a circumstance catalogue, a non-exhaustive list of circumstances in which it is particularly questionable whether consent is valid if a company offers a take-it-or-leave-it choice, for instance with a tracking wall.

If a company has a dominant position, there is more chance of imbalance between the contract parties as individuals have little negotiation power vis-à-vis such a company. As Bygrave notes, ‘fairness implies a certain protection from abuse by data controllers of their monopoly position.’

Sometimes, for other reasons it is not a realistic option for people to go to a competitor, for instance because of a lock-in situation. In a lock-in situation, it is difficult or costly to leave a service. To illustrate, when all one’s friends are on Facebook, joining another social network site makes little sense. In such a case, it is hardly a realistic option to go to a privacy-friendly competitor.

It is dubious whether consent is still ‘freely given’ if a company uses a tracking wall and there are no competitors that offer a similar, more privacy-friendly service. Somebody who does not want to disclose personal data would not have the possibility to use a certain type of service.

Additionally, some people may be more vulnerable to pressure – such situations call for a more privacy-protective interpretation of the rules. To illustrate: a tracking wall is questionable when a service is aimed at, or often used by, children. After all, children are less likely to fully understand the implica-
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55 art 8(1) ePrivacy proposal. See also recitals 6, 20, and 21 of the ePrivacy proposal.
56 art 8(1) ePrivacy proposal.
57 art 9(1) ePrivacy proposal.
58 The ePrivacy proposal does mention take-it-or-leave-it choices in the context of art 6, in recital 18.
59 See generally on the ePrivacy proposal, Zuidvene Borgesius (n 3).
61 Carl Shapiro and Hal Varian, Information Rules. A Strategic Guide to the Network Economy (Harvard Business School Press 1999) 104. In a lock-in situation, ‘the costs of switching from one brand of technology to another are substantial.’
62 See s 28(3)(b) Federal Data Protection Act in Germany.
64 See, Article 29 Working Party, ‘The user should be put in a position to give free and specific consent to receiving behavioural advertising, independently of his access to the social network service.’ Perhaps this remark is partly inspired by the fact that many children use social network sites [Article 29 Working Party, ‘Opinion 15/2011 on the definition of consent’ (n 37) 18].
tions of that choice, or might feel more readily pressured into accepting what they may perceive as a non-choice. Similarly, people with a medical condition might be more easily pressured into consenting to data collection if they believe that access to a particular website will give them important health information. In conclusion, all circumstances should be taken into account to assess the voluntariness, and thus the validity, of consent.

But the GDPR’s requirements regarding consent remain open for conflicting interpretations. More guidance on the legality of tracking walls could improve legal clarity. Case law could clarify the conditions under which consent should be considered to be ‘freely given’. But it may take a long time until there is enough case law to have clarity. Therefore, specific rules on tracking walls might be preferable.

2. Option (ii) Ban Tracking Walls in Certain Circumstances

A second option is banning tracking walls under certain circumstances. Indeed, in some circumstances, tracking walls should not be allowed at all. Or, to be more exact: in some circumstances, the law should not allow companies to use a tracking wall to obtain valid consent for tracking.

For instance, in 2016, the Article 29 Working Party mentioned five circumstances in which tracking walls should be banned. In short, the Working Party called for a prohibition of tracking walls: (i) on websites that reveal special categories of data (sensitive data) to trackers; (ii) in the case of ‘tracking by unidentified third parties for unspecified purposes’; (iii) on government-funded websites; (iv) in circumstances where the GDPR would make consent invalid; (v) in the case of ‘bundled consent for processing for multiple purposes. Consent should be granular.’ In 2017, the Working Party amended its position; now it calls for a complete ban of tracking walls.

The five circumstances mentioned by the Working Party are a good start. But tracking walls should probably be banned in more circumstances. So far, we have assessed tracking walls primarily from the perspective of data protection law and the ePrivacy Directive. But considerations from other policy areas can help to inform the debate about tracking walls.

Our survey shows that most people think tracking walls are unfair, regardless of the type of website. However, there are arguments based on public policy considerations in favour of introducing a distinction between different websites, or types of websites, when considering rules for tracking walls.

Below, we discuss public policy arguments for specific rules or bans in certain circumstances, in particular arguments relating to freedom of expression and media, professions with confidentiality requirements, and the public sector. We do not mean to give an exhaustive list; we mention these examples as a starting point for a discussion.

a. Freedom of Expression

One relevant area is media law. In media law, the right to freedom of expression is a guiding principle. The right to freedom of expression in the European Convention on Human Rights (Article 10) and in the Charter of Fundamental Rights (Article 11) includes the freedom to receive information and ideas without interference by public authority. And the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights protects the right to ‘seek’ information.

Article 10 of the European Convention on Human Rights does not merely require states to refrain from interfering with the right to freedom of expression. Sometimes, states must take action to safeguard freedom of expression, says the European Court of Human Rights: ‘the genuine and effective exercise of freedom of expression under Article 10 may require positive measures of protection, even in the sphere
of relations between individuals. Article 10 does not grant a right to receive media content free of charge, or a right not to be tracked online. Nevertheless, Article 10 illustrates the importance of the public’s interest in receiving information.

Web-wide tracking may threaten the public’s freedom to receive information. If access to media content is made conditional (upon conditions such as the obligation to pay a price or to accept tracking cookies), parts of the public may be excluded. For instance, privacy-aware people may not want to accept tracking cookies and may therefore not access content that is behind tracking walls. Moreover, tracking people’s online behaviour could lead to a chilling effect. For example, people might refrain from visiting certain websites, or from reading about certain political topics, if they fear that their behaviour is tracked. People may want to keep their political views confidential, and may not want others (including tracking companies) drawing the wrong conclusions about their political opinions. Indeed, data protection law recognises personal data regarding political opinions as data that deserve extra protection.

Hence, privacy can be important for the right to receive information. As Richards notes, ‘a specific kind of privacy is necessary to protect our cherished civil liberties of free speech and thought.’ He speaks of ‘intellectual privacy’, the ‘protection from surveillance or interference when we are engaged in the processes of generating ideas – thinking, reading, and speaking with confidants before our ideas are ready for public consumption.’ Along similar lines, Cohen argues for a ‘right to read anonymously.’

Chilling effects are hard to prove empirically. Nevertheless, there is some evidence that surveillance by the state and by companies causes a chilling effect. More empirical research is needed into chilling effects resulting from commercial tracking and surveillance. If a chilling effect occurred in relation to reading about news and politics, it could threaten our democratic society. This could be an argument to consider bans on tracking walls on media websites.

b. Institutions with a Public Mission: Media

Specific rules should be considered for public service media. Tracking walls for public service media can conflict with the mission of the public service media. According to the Council of Europe, public service media should promote democratic values, and should offer ‘universal access’. A situation in which the more privacy-conscious people are excluded from access to the programs of the public service media could conflict with the requirement of universal access.

Should specific rules be adopted for tracking walls on news websites and other commercial media? That is an even harder question than the question regarding public service media. The mission of commercial media is harder to define than the mission of public service media. And many commercial publishers, more than public service media, depend on advertising income. Moreover, commercial media can invoke their ‘freedom to conduct a business in accordance with Union law and national laws and practices’, which is granted in the Charter of Fundamental Rights of the European Union. Commercial website publishers could argue that the right to conduct a business implies that they can set the conditions for access.
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A ban of tracking walls on news websites could lower behavioural advertising income for news publishers, at least in the short term. However, as noted, in the long term, behavioural advertising may diminish profit for news websites. And even if tracking-based or behavioural advertising were not allowed, other types of online advertising, such as contextual advertising, would still be possible.

Nevertheless, lawmakers should be cautious with rules that reduce income for news websites. A ban on tracking walls for news websites would require further debate and research. For instance, it would be hard to define the scope of the ban. Should the ban apply to political blogs, or to online newspapers that only gossip about celebrities?

Lawmakers could also take less drastic measures than banning tracking walls. For instance, lawmakers could require publishers to offer a tracking-free version of their website, which visitors must pay for with money. (As noted, online advertising is possible without tracking and data collection. Hence, a tracking-free version could still contain advertising.)

However, as the European Data Protection Supervisor notes, ‘privacy is not a luxury but a universal right and it should not only be available to those with the means to pay.’ And many people say it is ‘extortion’ if they have to pay for privacy. In a EU-wide survey, 74% finds ‘paying not to be monitored when using a website’ unacceptable. Hence, a legal requirement for a tracking-free version of websites that people must pay for with money has drawbacks. Nevertheless, such a requirement could give many people more choice: now a tracking-free version is often not available at all.

Media law could also incorporate the conditions that need to be fulfilled to safeguard media users’ interests and broader societal objectives. Privacy rules in media law would not be a complete novelty. Under the German Telemedia Act, a service provider must enable the use of telemedia and payment (...) to occur anonymously or via a pseudonym where this is technically possible and reasonable. The recipient of the service is to be informed about this possibility.

In sum, media policy arguments can be taken into account when regulating tracking walls.

c. Professional Secrecy

Specific rules could also be considered for parties with professional secrecy requirements, such as doctors, lawyers, and accountants. For instance, hospital websites should not use tracking walls. A patient should be able to make an appointment with a cancer specialist through a hospital website, without fearing that marketing companies see that the patient does so. In the medical sector, there is a long tradition of protecting personal data regarding health, as illustrated by the Hippocratic oath, which requires doctors to keep patient information confidential. Medical secrecy protects individual privacy interests of patients, and a public interest: the trust in medical services.

As the European Court of Human Rights notes:

The protection of personal data, in particular medical data, is of fundamental importance to a person’s enjoyment of his or her right to respect for private and family life as guaranteed by Article 8 of the Convention. Respecting the confidentiality of health data is a vital principle in the legal systems of all the Contracting Parties to the Convention. It is crucial not only to respect the sense of privacy of a patient but also to preserve his or her confidence in the medical service and in the health services in general.
At a minimum, hospital websites should give people the chance to visit a tracking free version of the website. As noted, the Article 29 Working Party proposed a ban of tracking walls on sites that expose visitors’ special categories of data (sensitive data) to tracking companies. Such a ban would also lead to the conclusion that hospitals cannot use tracking walls. In sum, a ban on tracking walls seems appropriate for hospital websites. The European Consumers’ Organisation goes further, and says: ‘Tracking and profiling technologies in health-related web sites should not be allowed.’

It would be hard to phrase such prohibitions in a way that does not make them over or under inclusive. How to define ‘health related’ websites? Is it enough if the website presents itself as a health-related website, for instance by including a picture of a doctor in a white coat? And would a prohibition of using any ‘health data’ for behavioural targeting also cover tracking of daily visits to a website with gluten free recipes?

d. Public Sector

Specific rules could also be considered for the public sector. There are precedents: in the Netherlands, tracking walls on public sector websites are banned. Indeed, people should be able to visit public sector websites without exposing themselves to web-wide tracking. In practice, public sector websites might use third party widgets such as social media buttons. The public sector body might not realise that it exposes visitors to web-wide tracking when it includes such widgets on its website.

More generally, it is debatable whether it is appropriate for public sector bodies to allow web-wide tracking for commercial purposes on their websites – even if people consent. The lawmaker could consider banning all web-wide tracking on public sector websites. The exact scope of such a ban would require further debate. For instance, should the ban apply to organisations that are partly funded by the state? And some site-wide tracking could be necessary for website security, or useful for website analytics.

e. A Black List and a Grey List

To sum up: bans should be considered for tracking walls, at least in certain circumstances. As a starting point for a discussion, we discussed public service media, commercial media, professions with specific confidentiality rules, and the public sector. A black list of circumstances in which tracking walls are banned, should be non-exhaustive. In other words: depending on the circumstances, a tracking wall can make consent involuntary (and thus invalid), even if the situation is not explicitly included on the black list.

The lawmaker could consider supplementing the black list (with prohibitions) with a grey list. If a situation is on the grey list, there is a legal presumption that a tracking wall makes consent involuntary, and therefore invalid. Hence, the legal presumption of the grey list shifts the burden of proof. For situations on the grey list, it is up to the company employing the tracking wall to prove that people can give ‘freely given’ consent, even though the company installed a tracking wall. Some consumer protection laws use a similar system, with a black list (illegal practices) and a grey list (practices presumed to be illegal). The situations we discussed in our circumstance catalogue, with circumstances in which the voluntariness of consent is questionable, could be included on the grey list.

3. Option (iii): Ban Tracking Walls Completely

A third option is banning tracking walls completely. Both the Article 29 Working Party and the European
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Data Protection Supervisor call for a complete ban. The European Parliament’s rapporteur for the ePrivacy Regulation, Lauristin, and civil society organisations also argue for a complete ban on tracking walls. It appears that a complete ban on tracking walls would be popular among the general public. Our survey shows that many people think tracking walls are unfair and unacceptable. Generally speaking, the ban on tracking walls should probably only apply to web-wide tracking.

4. Option (iv): Ban All Web-Wide Tracking

A fourth option is more extreme: ban all web-wide tracking (third party tracking). Some have argued for such a prohibition. For instance, according to security technologist Schneier it is ‘vital’ to adopt such a ‘ban on third party ad tracking’. He adds: ‘it’s the companies that spy on us from website to website, or from device to device, that are doing the most damage to our privacy.’ Along similar lines, Cegłowski argues for these rules:

Sites showing ads may only use two criteria in ad targeting: the content of the page, and whatever information they have about the visitor. Sites may continue to use third-party ad networks to serve ads, but those third parties must be forgetful; they may not store any user data across ad requests.

Such a ban on web-wide tracking would probably improve the protection of privacy and personal data. An additional advantage of a complete ban is its simplicity and legal clarity. However, we do not discuss the option of banning all web wide tracking in detail here. A complete ban on web-wide tracking has drawbacks. For example, some people might prefer targeted (tracking based) ads to non-targeted ads. And a ban on web-wide tracking would interfere with many business models. We think it makes sense to start with lighter measures than a complete ban on web-wide tracking. If such lighter measures do not lead to appropriate protection of privacy and other fundamental rights, a complete ban could be considered.

In conclusion, we think that the lawmaker should seriously consider option (ii), a partial ban of tracking walls, and option (iii), a complete ban on tracking walls. An advantage of option (ii) is that banning tracking walls only under certain circumstances is a more nuanced approach than completely banning them. The partial ban (the black list) could be complemented with a grey list (circumstances in which tracking walls are presumed to be illegal). A disadvantage of option (ii) is that the nuance comes at the cost of legal clarity. A major advantage of option (iii), a complete ban of tracking walls, is that such a rule could be phrased in a relatively clear and straightforward way. Hence, a complete ban would provide more legal clarity than a partial ban.
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VIII. Take-It-Or-Leave-It Choices in Other Contexts

We focused our discussion on one specific type of take-it-or-leave-it choices: tracking walls. But take-it-or-leave-it choices regarding privacy also occur in other situations. For instance, chat and email services often require users to agree to a data use policy - if people do not agree, they cannot use the service. An app might require access to the camera or the contact list on an end-user’s phone, while that access is unnecessary for providing the service. A ‘smart’ TV might listen to the sounds in people’s living rooms, and might only work when people ‘consent’ to that. Internet of Things equipment may only work if people ‘consent’ to data collection for marketing.

We call for a more general debate on the appropriateness of such take-it-or-leave-it choices. The EU lawmaker should consider adopting additional rules regarding take-it-or-leave-it choices regarding privacy that do not concern tracking on websites. In the shorter term, the Article 29 Working Party or the European Data Protection Board could adopt guidance on the interpretation of the GDPR’s requirements for valid and ‘freely given’ consent.

IX. Conclusion

On the internet, many companies offer people take-it-or-leave-it choices regarding privacy. For instance, some websites install tracking walls, barriers that visitors can only pass if they click ‘OK’ to a request to place tracking cookies to monitor their online behaviour. Our survey in the Netherlands shows that most people think tracking walls are unfair and unacceptable. But if people encounter such tracking walls, they are likely to consent, even if they think it is not fair that they have to disclose personal data in exchange for using a website or other service.

European data privacy law gives a central role to informed consent of the internet user. For valid consent, the GDPR requires a ‘freely given’ indication of wishes. The exact meaning of ‘freely given’ is unclear. We suggested a list of circumstances to consider when assessing whether a tracking wall is allowed under the GDPR. We also gave starting points for a broader debate: perhaps more legal intervention is needed. A partial or complete ban of tracking walls should be considered. More generally, research and debate is needed on take-it-or-leave-it choices regarding privacy.
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